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The UN High Commissioner for Refugees is demanding that Europe increase aid payments
to the UN to support the refugee program. Otherwise, he warns that millions more Syrian
refugees might try to reach Europe. The refugees are currently residing in Turkey,
Lebanon, Iraq, Jordan and Egypt. The UNHCR has received only 53% of its $4.63 billion
proposal for 2017, and is calling out for more money to keep the refugees from flooding
Europe.  The unspoken message is clear: “Pay up or be sorry.”  [Crime syndicates use
extortion threats like this to sustain their cash flow. It’s called the Protection
Racket. “This sure is a nice bar you have. It would be a pity if some hoodlums came in
here and messed it up or set fire to it. We can protect you from that – and it will only
cost you $500 per week.” The Protection Racket is well known at the UN syndicate.] -GEG
GENEVA (Reuters) – Syrian refugees could again seek to reach Europe in droves if aid
programs are not sustained in five neighboring countries hosting the bulk of them, the
United Nations said on Tuesday.

The U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) was giving details of the $4.4 billion
appeal to support 5.3 million Syrian refugees in surrounding countries as well as to
host communities in Turkey, Lebanon, Iraq, Jordan and Egypt that have taken them in.

The agency, which has received only 53 percent of its $4.63 billion appeal for 2017,
needs international support, Amin Awad, director of UNHCR’s Middle East and North Africa
bureau, told a news briefing.

He listed ”many reasons“, including: ”The vast number of refugees that we have in the
region, the geopolitical status of that region, the risk that a population of 5.3
million people can bring to an area, a small region already volatile as it is, if there
is no assistance.
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“We had the experience of 2015, we don’t want to repeat that,” he said.

The lack of funding led to an acute shortage of services that year, when one million
refugees fled to Europe, he added. About half were Syrians, UNHCR figures show.

An EU-Turkey deal has largely halted the flow, but a UNHCR funding shortfall has led to
fresh cutbacks in vital programs providing food, health care, education and shelter to
Syrian refugees, Awad said.

“That means we’re not able to provide stoves, we are not able to deliver kerosene, we
are not able to deliver enough thermal blankets, we are not able to winterise tents, we
are not able to drain water and snow from camps, we are not able to do engineering work
to insulate some of the buildings. People are sitting in cold, open buildings,” he said.

Turkey currently hosts 3.3 million Syrian refugees, the largest number, followed by
Lebanon with one million.

“These are the biggest donors, these are the real donors. They provided space,
international protection,” Awad said.

“Now the material assistance is left to the donors and international community… And
that’s not coming through. So we have to be prepared for consequences,” he said.

Awad, asked about countries in the region closing their borders to Syrian refugees,
replied: “Borders are managed, in some instance are closed.”

Host countries have cited concerns over security, economic crises, and xenophobia, but
Syrians continue to arrive, he said.

Read full article here…
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